Privacy Policy 15.3.2017
Your privacy is critically important to us. At EXEPLA we have a few fundamental
principles:
We don’t ask you for your personal data unless we truly need it.
We don’t share your personal data with anyone except to comply with the law, develop our
products, or protect our rights.
We don’t store personal data on our servers unless required for the on-going operation of one of
our services.
Collection of Personal Data
Jousoft Oy (“EXEPLA”) may collect following personal data:
Basic information of customer such as
-company name, ID and VAT ID
-name, email and phone number of company representative
-authentication information (username, password and third party (e.g. Facebook) user ID if
needed)
-postal and billing address
-information on the use of services
-billing information
-IP address
EXEPLA does verify the validity of the information. Registered customer can review and correct
their personal data through the service.
Customers of EXEPLA can execute their own questionnaires using exepla.com service.
EXEPLA is not liable for the collection and processing of data using such questionnaires.
Typically, the questionnaires are used to collect information of customers such as:
-company name
-respondent name
-respondent profile information (such as age, gender)
-question responses
Respondent to a survey has a right to check the personal data collected by sending a request to
the customer of EXEPLA, who has collected the information. Some questionnaires are
anonymous, and thus the respondent name is not collected and the respondent can not be
connected to the responses later and thus there is no possibility to check the personal data later
on.
Purposes for Which the Personal Data is Collected
The personal data is collected for the purposes of making available the exepla.com and related
services and for managing customer relationships and contacts, for marketing purposes and
other purposes related to the online services. Customers of EXEPLA typically use the
information they collect to improve their own business.

Disclosures of Personal Data
Personal data is disclosed only to those employees, contractors and affiliated organizations that
need that data in order to process it on EXEPLA’s behalf or to provide services available at
EXEPLA’s websites. EXEPLA may disclose your personal data to its subcontractors or other
such parties outside the EEA who assist EXEPLA in providing the exepla.com service. Such
disclosure are made in accordance with the applicable Finnish and European laws, rules and
regulations. EXEPLA will not rent or sell personal data to anyone.
Other than to its employees, contractors and affiliated organizations, as described above,
EXEPLA discloses personal data only in response to a subpoena, court order or other
governmental request, or when EXEPLA believes in good faith that disclosure is reasonably
necessary to protect the property or rights of EXEPLA, third parties or the public at large. If
EXEPLA were acquired by a third party, You acknowledge that any acquirer of EXEPLA may
continue to use your personal data as set forth in this policy.
Cookies
EXEPLA can use cookies to identify and track visitors, their usage of the website, and their
website preferences. Visitors can set their browsers to refuse cookies before using the
websites, with the drawback that certain features of the websites may not function properly
without the aid of cookies.
Protection of Personal Data
EXEPLA takes all technical and organisational measures reasonably necessary to protect
against the unauthorized access, use, alteration or destruction of personal data. Access to
personal data is limited only to those employees of EXEPLA, its customers and its
subcontractors who need to know the data in order to perform their work obligations. Each
person who has access to the personal data has a personal username and password. The
customers of EXEPLA are responsible that the use of user accounts they have and the
information accessible with such accounts is according to this privacy policy.
Contact details
Customer and questionnaire register of EXEPLA service
Jousoft Oy
Kolmas linja 11 a 22
00530 Helsinki
Contact person: Jesse Kivialho
Privacy Policy Changes
EXEPLA may change its Privacy Policy from time to time in EXEPLA’s sole discretion. EXEPLA
encourages users to frequently check this page for any changes to its Privacy Policy. Your
continued use of this site after any change in this Privacy Policy will constitute your acceptance
of such change.

